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Part-A 10 x 1 = 10

The two types of data processing are manual data processing and

(a) Computerised data processing  (b) Character processing  (c) Long hand method  (d) manual approach data processing

A set of processed data is

(a) Application  (b) Program  (c) Database  (d) Information

Which lanaguage using statements that are closer to English than to programming Language?

(a) SQL  (b) C  (c) C++  (d) FoxPro

Which icon is pressed to open default filter window?

(a) Main filter  (b) Default filter  (c) Filter  (d) Standard filter

When a field is declared as a primary key,

(a) A small black key appears to the le� of the field  (b) A small  key appears to the le� of the field  (c) A small  yellow key appears to the le� of the field  (d) None

To remove the filter, which of the following is used?

(a) Icon  (b) Remove Filter  (c) Remove Filter/sort icon  (d) Filter

Which of the following radio buttons when clicked displays the records in the Query?

(a) Preview  (b) Display Query  (c) Records  (d) View

Which is highly e�ective for searching, sorting and merging files

(a) Data processing  (b) Database  (c) Manual data processing  (d) Computerised data processing

Which window is used to insert one form within another form?

(a) Setup a sub form  (b) Sub form add  (c) Sub form  (d) Add form

Which of the following is used for data processing?

(a) Star o�ice Impress  (b) Star O�ice base  (c) Star O�ice Calc  (d) Star O�ice Writer

Part-B 5 x 2 = 10

What are the uses of Query Language? (or) What are the task Performed by SQL?

What are Queries?

What is an Autofilter in StarO�ice Base?

What is a Default Filter in Staro�ice Base?

What are forms?

Part-C 3 x 5 = 15

Explain in detail about editing in a database table

Explain the method to insert a text outline into a presentation?

(OR)

Explain copy data by Drag - and - Drop Method.

Explain how will you insert a DataBase table into a text document?
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